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our mission

We aim to support, celebrate, and empower women, non-binary, and underrepresented groups in computing at UCR.

Founded in Fall of 2017, Women in Computing (WinC) is a proud ACM-W Student Chapter at the University of California, Riverside. Our goal is to build a community of women programmers and provide a safe and empowering place for students to express themselves. We celebrate all programmers at UCR and encourage them to grow as students and future leaders in the computing fields.

what we do

Our workshops aim to help build leadership, confidence, and community.

In less than one year, we’ve gained 30+ active members, 180+ mailing list members, and 200+ followers on social media. Our workshops feature inspiring speakers-series, confidence-building, and professional development. We’ve sent members to the Women Techmakers Conference at Google, various hackathons in California, and more. Our new 2018-2019 officer board is currently spearheading UCR’s very first women-centric hackathon that will take place in the Winter of 2019.

how to help

Help sponsor our future plans so we can continue to build communities of female leaders.

WinC membership is completely free for students, because we want everyone to be able to join. At our workshops, we want to be able to provide food, give away ACM-W shirts, and present unique opportunities to our members, that often come at a cost. Our goal is to completely fund our girls to attend the Grace Hopper Conference each year. If you would like to help us achieve our goals, please contact us at winc@acmucr.org.